
CORPORATE SCANDALS SURROUNDING THE TURN OF

The Corporate Scandals, Why They Happened And Why They May Not Happen Again It is really good to be with you in
these beautiful surroundings. . Even at the turn of the century the Supreme Court recognized the.

At the same time, it was published the Black-Scholes method for valuing options [ 26 ], which turned to be the
most widely used model. The image and globalized era turned this kind of fraud a threat to capitalism system.
No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this information. Senator Paul
Sarbanes and U. There was an intense lobby made by CEOs, corporations and also auditing firms. The SEC
began to investigate and discovered that Enron was hiding billions of dollars in liabilities through
special-purpose entities companies it controlled , which enabled it to appear profitable even though it was
actually haemorrhaging cash. To empower this Act, by , it was created the Securities and Exchange
Commissionâ€”SEC [ 17 ], providing regulation and control over transactions in securities, as they constitute
a national public interest. In s, there was a stagnant economy in function of oil crisis and unemployment. In ,
there were around 8. SOX and SEC required some improvements on internal control, but this recommendation
addresses the responsibilities over processes. It is important here to recover the team phenomenon described
by Goffman [ 57 ] years ago. As a result, it faced a situation where its outstanding loans exceeded its available
capital many times over, meaning it would be at risk of collapse if the housing market faced a downturn. This
theme is a direct result of credit crisis. It has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed
to promote the independence of investment research and as such is considered to be a marketing
communication. Now, it is worthy to take a deeper look over this discussion. Lehman Brothers Lehman
Brothers filed for bankruptcy in after falling victim to the subprime mortgage crisis. The intense repercussion
on press led to the creation of the Accounting Standards Steering Committee in in order to develop and
publish mandatory UK standards [ 9 ]. Forty-six members of Congress asked SEC to withdraw, amend or
delay the proposal. Another detachment relates to information about board members, including their
qualifications, the selection process, other company directorships and whether they are regarded as
independent by the board. Principles of corporate governance consolidated in the late s, highlighted the need
of controlling the executive remuneration, the quality of accounting information and independence of board
members. The COSO combines three categories of objectives: operations, reporting and compliance. Will the
current board do the honourable thing and step aside? Although the reputation of rating agencies had been
affected by s scandals as they kept their high rating level up to the scandal time or too near and it does not
matter here if there was corruption involved on it , financial market used them to give credibility to portfolios.
When regulation is improved, by enforcement or incentives, another creative fraud will be designed. Its
collapse showed up the limits of those malpractices that had been overlooked by regulatory agents, boards,
auditing firms and other stakeholders.


